Dear Prof. Ferrater,

Thank you for undertaking the reviewing of Faucht's paper. I am sending the review copy separately.

Thank you also for calling my attention to Stahl's book. I have already written to him (at Quine's suggestion). As to further publications about logic in Spanish, I have several papers by J. D. Garcia Bacca that appeared in *Acta Scientifica Venezolana*. From superficial examination, one of them at least contains serious errors of a kind that may be difficult to straighten out. I haven't decided on a reviewer; but as the task of review is likely to be embarrassing I may meet the difficulty by writing the review myself. There is a long paper by Hector Nori Castañeda not yet examined. And besides my own paper (of which I sent you a copy) there are a number of other papers in Spanish about logic in *Memorias del Congreso Científico Mexicano*. Of these, the paper by Gonzalo...
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